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How to Use This Document

Download this document and print it in either black and white or color 
printer. Please read the copyrights in page two before using this 
document.

This document provides printable mind map artwork and shapes. These elements 
can be used in any mind map session in companies, schools, and personal mind 
mapping. Each page represents a mind map level with di�erent shapes and sizes.

The connectors link between ideas. You can place them together to form long 
lines. You can also reprint if needed.

1

Each page represents one level in the mind map. Also, you will �nd 
connectors that can be used as links between ideas. Cut these parts 
and print if multiple version needed.

2

Paste the parts on paper, board or even on the meeting desk. You can 
add glue or magnetic sticker to it.3

Please mention the source of this document in your meetings or 
classes, and spread the word out about our resources.4



Core Idea
These artworks are used in the center of the mind map to represent the core idea. 
You can use any of the listed themes.



Core Idea (con.)



Level 1
These artworks are used in level one branch that follows the core idea. For 
multiple items you can reprint this sheet.



Level 1(con.)



Level 1(con.)(con.)



Level 1(con.)



These artworks are used in level two branch that follows the core idea. For 
multiple items you can reprint this sheet.

Level 2



Level 2 (con.)



Level 2 (con.)



Level 2 (con.)

For more levels and sizes, you can simply print any of the above themes on small 
size than the original. For more colors, you can print the white theme on a 
colored paper.



Thank you!
Thank you for downloading our document 
and do not forget to check our design 
resources and templates on: 
www.designorate.com/design-resources/



The connectors are artwork that can be printed and used as a link between ideas 
and branches in the mind map. For long lines, you can just add connector parts 
next to each other. The arrows can be used at the beginning and end of the lines.

Connectors


